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The Crisis in Internal Security
Practically everyone believes that, while curing
disease is a worthy social goal, preventing disease is
even better. Why don’t we apply the same enthusiasm
to preventive police work? Punishing crime is necessary, but preventing crime is more worthwhile.
Most Americans think preventive police work is in
the capable hands o f the FBI and our dedicated local
police. What most Americans don’t realize is that antisecurity vigilante groups have succeeded in dismantling our internal security defenses so that our hands are
tied until a crime is committed.
Despite the great increase in terrorism, the operative slogan of the FBI and most local police departments is, “ Do nothing until the bomb goes off.” Their
ability to prevent terrorism, subversion and espionage
has been slashed to ribbons by a combination o f lawsuits, court orders, executive orders, the Freedom of
Information Act, the Privacy Act, widespread antisecurity propaganda, and the abolition of the House
Committee on Internal Security and the Subversive
Activities Control Board.
The FBI’ s case load on subversive groups and individuals has been cut from 21,000 in 1973 to only 100
today. In 1975 the FBI had 11,000 security and
counter-terrorism informants. Now the FBI has only 42
informants to watch all the subversives in 50 states! No
wonder they can’t catch terrorist fugitives who have
been at large for years, such as Kathy Boudin.
Although the FBI budget for counter-terrorism and
counter-espionage has been drastically cut, the FBI
was compelled to spend a million dollars to process
and turn over the files of the Rosenberg case to the relatives of the two spies executed 25 years ago.
An anti-security group called the “ Alliance to End
Repression” filed a lawsuit in 1974 against the Chicago
Police Department which has effectively undermined
its intelligence operations. Court orders required the
police to make available all police intelligence files to
this anti-security group at the taxpayers’ expense.
The anti-police vigilantes then held repeated press
conferences making public the identities of informants
and undercover police officers, so that the Chicago
Police Department was cut off from those valuable
sources of information. Since the lawsuit was filed, 17
terrorist bombings have taken place. Like the FBI, the
police cannot investigate until a crime is committed
and the damage done.
Since the House Internal Security Committee was
abolished by a slick parliamentary maneuver without a

roll-call vote, the federal government has adopted a
strange policy. The U.S. Civil Service Commission
now says that “ mere membership” in any o f the following organizations is not a bar to federal employment:
the U.S. Communist Party, the American Nazi Party,
the Ku Klux Klan, the Maoists, the Trotskyites, the
Prairie Fire Organizing Committee, the Puerto Rican
Socialist Party, or the Palestine Liberation Organization.
What kind of an upside-down world is it in which
federal employees are not even asked whether they are
members of totalitarian or terrorist organizations? By
any common-sense criteria, the rights o f the taxpayers
to refuse to pay the salaries of federal employees who
belong to those organizations should be ranked as of a
higher order than the rights o f federal employees to refuse to answer such questions.
The best single thing individual Americans can do
to rebuild our international defenses is to persuade
their U.S. Congressmen to pledge to co-sponsor Congressmen John Ashbrook’ s and Larry M cDonald’ s resolution to reestablish the House Committee on Internal Security in January 1979. Currently, 177 Congressmen are co-sponsors but that’s not enough; 218
are needed.

House Internal Security Committee
The right of the individual to cast his ballot in secret is one of the treasured rights o f American citizens.
However, under most rules of parliamentary procedure, secret votes are not allowed.
The principle behind this difference is sound.
When you cast your own vote, you should not have to
answer to anybody for your decision. But when some
other person votes for you in a legislative body, you
have a right to know how he voted. He should not be
given the opportunity to vote one way behind closed
doors, and then tell his constituents he voted the opposite.
Faced with this duty of disclosure, Congressmen
have developed several dodges for avoiding roll-call
votes on what they consider legislative “ hot potatoes.”
One method was used in securing the Congressional
pay raise. Congress passed a law that made future
raises automatic unless overridden by a negative vote.
A different parliamentary trick was used by those
who abolished the House Internal Security Committee
in 1975. The anti-security Congressmen wrote the

elimination o f the Committee into House rules that
could not be amended from the floor. When the House
adopted its rules o f procedure, the Committee was
wiped out without a roll-call vote on the merits.
There is no evidence that the American people or
even a majority o f Congressmen wanted to abolish the
House Internal Security Committee. Every time there
was a test vote on the issue, it was overwhelmingly approved.
The House Internal Security Committee and its
predecessor, called the Committee on Un-American
Activities, had a distinguished record dating back to
1938. This is the Committee that uncovered a major
Soviet spy ring which included highly-placed government agents such as Alger Hiss in the State Department.
Other investigations o f this Committee in the
1940s and 1950s revealed Soviet penetration in education, labor, and communications. The CIO, for example, relied heavily on the Committee’s investigations
in expelling a number of Communist-dominated unions.
Those responsible for abolishing the Committee
argued that we no longer need a Congressional committee investigating threats to our internal security. On
the contrary, it looks like we need such investigations
more than ever before.
Terrorist and revolutionary bombings inside the
United States are now running at the rate of at least
2,000 per year. Many o f these crimes, such as the
bombing o f LaGuardia Airport, have never been solved. The Hanafi Muslim capture o f more than a
hundred hostages in our nation’s capital and the FALN
bombing o f Fraunces Tavern in New York are among
the famous terrorist crimes o f the last several years.
The escalation of domestic and international terrorism
and espionage makes it necessary that we have a Congressional committee, capably staffed, in order to investigate the problem and devise means of coping with
it.
T h ose o p p o se d to the H ouse Internal S ecurity Committee complain that it did not produce
enough legislation to justify its existence. This is no argument against a Congressional committee. Examples
of committees that were purely investigative and not
legislative at all are the Watergate Committee and the
Kennedy/King Assassination Committee.

The FBI Under Attack
Attacks on the good name of former FBI Director J.
Edgar Hoover, who is no longer alive to defend himself, have been increasing in intensity and frequency.
The principal result is to diminish the stature of the
current FBI and to damage the morale of FBI agents.
The blockbuster to FBI morale was the indictment
o f an FBI agent for allegedly violating the civil rights of
underground Weather Organization conspirators by
reading their mail and wiretapping.
The Weather Underground Organization claims
responsibility for a string of bombings and has ties with
Castro’s Cuba. In an attempt to protect the American
people from this organization, the FBI investigated its'
criminal activities.
It would appear that the Weather Underground
needs more, not less, supervision than it has been getting because 17 o f its members are fugitives from justice.
What are the “ crimes” o f which FBI agent John J.

Kearney, a 25-year FBI veteran, was charged? He was
carrying out an assignment to track down the notorious
Weatherman Underground, whose members have been
charged with sabotage, bombing and riot, and he used
the same investigative-intelligence techniques that
had been used by the FBI and other security agencies
for many years under five Presidents and their Attorneys General.
It may be arguable whether anyone’s civil rights
were violated, whether mail-tampering, wiretapping or
surreptitious entries by the FBI should be allowed, or
whether national security justifies particular acts. It is
grievously unfair, however, to try to resolve such issues
by the criminal prosecution of an individual FBI agent
acting under orders. FBI agent Kearney obviously
acted in good faith on the reasonable reliance that his
acts were justified for national security purposes. The
inevitable result o f his indictment is great damage to
the morale of all FBI agents who are still trying to carry
out their assignments.
Some 75 lawsuits are pending against various law
enforcement agencies, from the FBI to local police departments, trying to force them to divest themselves of
their intelligence files and operations, or to make public their sensitive information on extremist groups.
The arguments in many of these legal briefs is that
police or intelligence investigation of terrorists, extremists, Communists and pornographers should be
terminated because of its “ chilling effect” on the rights
of free speech, free press, and legitimate dissent. Because of this slogan arid the litigation it has spawned,
what is actually being chilled is the morale and efficiency o f our law enforcement agencies and their ability to protect the safety of our people.
In order to get out from under the pressure of such
legal harassment, many law enforcement agencies are
destroying the intelligence files they have built up
over many years and are disbanding their monitoring of
extremist groups. In some cities, the majority o f intelligence files have been purged to make them conform to
new Federal standards that forbid police to keep files
on extremist groups.
Although six different national crime commissions
since 1963 have urged the pooling o f information
among Federal, state and local intelligence units, many
local agencies now believe they should not risk sharing
their intelligence with federal agencies.
Yet the need for the defense o f our citizens against
terrorist organizations is growing, not diminishing.
There is even the possibility that terrorists may steal
material to make homemade nuclear bombs that could
kill tens of thousands of people. The Symbionese Liberation Army at one time had a “ hit” list of 900 intended victims. San Francisco was unable for more
than a year to catch the Symbionese Liberation Army
despite its kidnappings and bank robberies.

Modern Espionage
Anyone who thinks that subversion and espionage
went out of style with the death of Stalin should read
former FBI Director Clarence Kelley’s statement that
Communist-bloc intelligence agents have increased
four-fold over the last 15 years. One source of spies is
the Communist-bloc diplomatic delegation in the United States which has tripled over the past fifteen years.
Other identified spies operate in Soviet trade missions
and even pose as students and clergymen. The book
KGB by John Barron describes in documented detail

the intensive training given to thousands o f Soviet
spies before they are sent to steal American military,
scientific, and diplomatic secrets.
In 1977 an American named Christopher Boyce
was sentenced to 40 years in prison for passing sensitive electronic secrets to Soviet agents for almost two
years. In another 1977 espionage case, Carl Heiser was
arrested and charged with involvement in a scheme to
turn over vital parts of our cruise missile to the Soviets.
On November 17, 1978, a Federal court in Indiana
found William Peter Kampiles guilty of espionage. He
sold a top secret manual for the sophisticated American
KH-11 spy satellite to a Russian military attache. Kampiles is a former employee of the Central Intelligence
Agency.
Soviet spies aren’t the only subversive force in our
country. Thirteen police officers were killed during
1973 in what former FBI Director Clarence Kelley called urban guerilla actions. He said that some domestic
conspiracies “ seem to be dedicated to violent overthrow of the government.”
The escalation of domestic and international terrorism provides sufficient reason to have a Congressional committee investigating the problem and proposing legislation and administrative action to cope with
it. Most terrorist actions have the support of the Soviet
Union, Cuba or East Germany, and the personnel of
terrorist groups have been recruited from the various
subversive organizations which were the subjects of
previous Committee investigations.

Diplomatic Espionage

Espionage used to mean operating under aliases,
sneaking around dark corners, being seduced by sultry
Mata Hari’s, and traveling under forged passports. Detente has converted that formerly shady business into a
respectable and flourishing enterprise. Today, espionage may mean having a diplomatic passport and operating out o f the United Nations headquarters or a beautiful em bassy or consulate in a plush residential
neighborhood.
The United Nations is the biggest espionage nest
o f all. Some U.S. intelligence officials say that onethird of the 401 Soviet nationals employed at the UN
Secretariat in various translating and executive positions have affiliations with the Soviet KGB. Thus the
United Nations provides a means for Communist bloc
countries, in effect, to put their spies on the U.S.
payroll. Since the United States pays 25 percent of the
UN budget, U.S. taxpayers pay a quarter of each agent’s
salary.
On February 3, 1978, the United States ordered
Vietnam’s United Nations Ambassador Ding Ba Thi out
of this country for allegedly transmitting stolen secret
U.S. State Department documents through diplomatic
channels to Communist Vietnam. Three days earlier a
Federal grand jury in Virginia had returned a sevencount indictment against U.S. Information Agency official Ronald L. Humphrey and a Vietnamese living in
this country who goes under the name David Truong.
The indictment charged them with stealing secret State
Department messages and sending them to Hanoi.
During and after World War II, stealing secrets of
the atomic bomb and microfilms of State Department
documents was the principal mission of the Soviet espionage apparatus. Today a great deal o f the Communist espionage is directed at economic and industrial information. American businesses spend millions
of dollars developing techniques — and the Soviets

reap the benefit by getting copies of U.S. patents, subs crib in g to te c h n ic a l jo u rn a ls, and atten d in g
specialized conferences.
The Communists use their diplomatic, business
and cultural exchanges as a cover for their espionage
activities. Americans cheerfully invite Communist
agents here and allow them to travel around the country. According to the FBI, in the last four years, the
number o f Communist bloc officials alone has increased 50 percent, and the number of bloc visitors has
more than doubled. As Alger Hiss proved many years
ago, you don’t have to be a Russian to steal secret Government documents and pass them to the Soviet underground.

The Need for Internal Security
Despite the urgent need to protect our society
against criminals and subversives, there has been an
unremitting smear campaign and legal assault during
the last several years on all our security agencies and
even on individual security agents. Unfortunately, this
campaign has severely damaged American internal
security.
The House Internal Security Committee and the
Senate Internal Security Subcommittee have been
abolished. The good name and effectiveness of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation have been tarnished,
as well as the memory o f former Director J. Edgar
Hoover. One FBI agent has even been indicted for
doing what he thought was his duty. The Subversive
Activities Control Board and the internal security division of the Justice Department have been eliminated.
The Central Intelligence Agency has been neutralized,
while CIA station chiefs have been publicly identified
and exposed to danger and death.
The assault on our intelligence-gathering and security agencies is based on the twin fallacies that surveillance and snooping have been too energetic in the
past, and that there isn’t any danger from subversives
and terrorists today. Both propositions are false.
The two assassination attempts on President
Gerald Ford and the still-unsolved 1975 bombing of
LaGuardia airport are only the most dramatic examples
o f the hundreds of terrorist episodes that have taken
place in the last several years. The FBI estimates that
there are about 15,000 terrorists in the United States
organized into some 21 different groups such as die
Symbionese Liberation Army, the Weather Underground, and the Manson group.
Supreme Court decisions which have leaned too
far in behalf o f criminals at the expense of law-abiding
citizens have relieved terrorists from worry about going
to prison for their offense^. The plain fact is that there
are nuts, criminals and subversives walking around
loose with sticks of dynamite, and we need security
agencies to discover them before they start the explosion timer.
Even if the LaGuardia Airport bombing is eventually solved, that is not going to help the eleven people
who were killed there. We need internal security agencies to discover terrorists before they plant their
bombs. This can be done by the infiltration of subversive groups, the surveillance of criminal conspiracies,
investigation and exposure, and the passage o f remedial legislation. For the attainment of these goals, we
need trained and dedicated internal security agents
who are supported morally and financially by the
American public.

The Missing Link Frauds
The evolutionists’ tendency to accept an unproven
hypothesis on faith exceeds the faith of some religious
people who accept the theory of divine creation.
The evolution theory appears to have more than
the cat’s proverbial nine lives. As soon as one piece of
alleged evidence of the missing link is exposed as a
fraud, the evolutionists invent another.
From 1912 to 1953, it was fashionable to believe
that a missing link, called the Piltdown Man, had been
discovered in Sussex, England. A painting still hangs
in the London office of the Geological Society which
shows nearly all the leading British anthropologists
putting their stamp of approval on the skull itself. During those four decades, anyone who did not accept the
P iltd ow n Man as authentic was treated by the
academic and scientific world much like the mother
who, upon watching her darling son drilling with other
army recruits, remarked, “ Everybody’s out of step except my son, John.”
In the 1950s, the Piltdown skull was finally
examined and exposed as merely fragments of a contemporary human skull, an ape jaw, and a canine tooth
colored with oil paint. The 1960 edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica describes it under “ F” for Fraud.
Last month the final chapter in the Piltdown Fraud
was written. The British journal Nature published a
tape recording made by the late British geologist,
James Archibald Douglas, who revealed that it was a
prank devised and perpetrated by one Oxford geology
professor to trick and discredit his professional rival.
But when the entire scientific community credulously
accepted the fake as genuine, the prankster was too
embarrassed to admit that he had manufactured and
planted the skull in the ground near the village of
Piltdown.
The Peking Man was also believed by many to be
evidence of the missing link. In 1926 a Canadian archeologist named Davidson Black allegedly discovered under Dragon Bone Hill near Peking a collection
of bones of 44 persons who supposedly lived a half
million years ago in China. The bones mysteriously
disappeared during World War II.
In 1972 a wealthy Chicago stockbroker named
Christopher Janus was conned into spending time and
m oney to rediscover the Peking Man. He spent
$700,000 o f his own money and offered a reward of
$150,000, but the bones were never found. Janus recently withdrew his reward offer, saying, “ The long
and short of it is, they had carefully picked a guy who
would fall for it, and I did.”
Although A lex H aley p op u la rized the term
“ Roots” and the searching for one’s origins, he didn’t
invent the desire o f many people to seek out and ascertain their ancestors. Members of patriotic societies who
are descended from soldiers of the American Revolution and the colonial period have been pursuing the
same treasure hunt for generations.
Since the publication of Charles Darwin’s Origino f Species 119 years ago, a cult of people has been
searching for their ancestors among monkeys and apes.
The trouble with these people is that they are not content with claiming their own roots, they want to force
everyone else to believe that monkeys and apes are
their ancestors, too.
Time-Life recently published a book called “ The

Missing Link.” It purports to show “ how the ‘missing
link’ looked about two million years ago . . . about 4Vz
feet tall and 80 pounds.” The “ p roof’ is provided by
“ dramatic ‘photo-paintings.’” Of course there are no
photographs of the missing link, nor any scientific findings to show how he looked or that he ever existed. But
then a picture is said to be more convincing than a
thousand words -- even if it is drawn only from faith
and imagination. The evolutionists can be described in
words borrowed from the poet, John Dryden: “ Fool d
with hope, men favour the d eceit. . . tomorrow’s falser
than the former day.”
It takes an act of faith to believe the hypothesis that
man is descended from apes. It requires acceptance of
a tissue of speculation, imagination, and contradictions.
Just looking at the pictures of the ugly monsters in
Time and Life would encourage identification with the
more compatible and beautiful explanation of life that
divine creation inspires. It is difficult to see how anyone could derive p sych ological satisfaction, anthropological identity, spiritual uplift, or scientific evidence from Time’s argument that apes “ are man’ s
closest living cousins.”
These evolutionists have discovered that the way
to get a nation to accept a new concept is to teach it
affirmatively in the schools, while at the same time
censoring out all alternative points o f view. Most
schools and colleges now quite generally teach the
evolution o f man from apes as though it were a scientifically proven fact, while forbidding children to consider the alternative theory that man was directly
created by God.
When our schools teach evolution only, this is perceived by many young people as a development that
happened without a life-giving Creator. When our
schools explain the origin of life in terms of evolution
only, they are really teaching the religion of humanism
which denies the God of Judeo-Christian civilization.
Perhaps modem anthropology and archeology will
someday discover the key to where man came from.
Meanwhile, instead o f requiring the teaching of the
evolution theory only, would it not be fairer to permit
the teaching of the Biblical history of creation as well
as the theory of origin by evolution?
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